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Image above - Lunch, 
who knows that 
Harvey will be sad to 
leave his house. 

	 As he is moving, Harvey has started to pack up his house. It is a hard 
thing to do, pack up your things and move away from the only house you 
have ever known. Harvey isn’t moving quite yet, but his new house will be 
built and ready in a month or two.


	 Harvey is especially sad to leave his therapy office, as he loves 
hanging out there and giving therapy sessions. Harvey will have a new 
therapy office in his new house, but it won’t be the same. North is the one 
tasked with packing up Harvey’s therapy office, as Harvey is feeling too sad 
to do it. Some cats think that Harvey shouldn’t move, because then he 
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wouldn’t have to leave his therapy office and his 
house, but Harvey knows that his house is very 
old and has a lot of problems. More would 
emerge if he stayed, which would not be good. 


	 Cats know that this is a big step for 
Harvey, and Lunch made him some special 
sugar fries when he came to her luncheon. 
Stripy found the time to bake Harvey a 
casserole, and Mavis gave him a cabbage to 
hug. However, Harvey is not the only cat who is 
sad about moving. North loved his office, no 
matter how small or cluttered it was. He even 
loved the slide connecting it and Harvey’s 
therapy office, which Harvey traveled in on 
especially hot or cold days. Smoke and 
Reposado loved their rooms in Harvey’s house, 
and they would miss the house just as much as 
Harvey would. 


	 Kittens are also paying tributes to 
Harvey’s house, along with his therapy office. 
They ate so much candy and sugar there, and 
they had very good memories from it. Kittens are 
sad that they might never eat sugar in those same spots again. Harvey’s 
house has attracted a lot of cats, as almost every cat in Pawsville has been 
over some time for something. In fact, Harvey is already getting offers to buy 
his house, though he didn’t even say he was going to sell it yet. However, it 

seems that selling might be the way to go, as 
the money from selling his house might help 
with the cost of buying Harvey’s new one.


	 Losing Harvey’s house may affect cats 
for some time, though there is a good chance 
another cat in Pawsville will buy it. They might 
not even live in it, just keep the property for 
sentimental reasons. Harvey might even get to 
keep using his therapy office for sessions, 
which might work better than a basement room 

in his new house. Especially if that basement room was concrete with no 
windows. 


	 Subscribe again for more on Harvey’s move! 

Image above - Judy, 
who has fond 
memories of 
competing for 
attention with Rudy in 
Harvey’s house when 
she was a kitten. 

“I am going to use 
that slide as 
much as I can 
while I can.” 

 - HARVEY, TALKING ABOUT THE 
SLIDE IN NORTH’S OFFICE
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